Manufacturer of the
MODEL 919™
MOISTURE TESTER

ATTENTION PRODUCERS

As MANUFACTURER of the MODEL 919™ in North America, we feel it necessary to inform users of the following:

• Dimo’s/Labtronics® has over 55 years of production and service experience with our Model 919™.
• Our Model 919™ is the most accurate and precise moisture tester on the market.
• All Model 919™ testers built by Dimo’s will ALWAYS have the TIME TESTED analogue meter movement and ORIGINAL electronics.

A WORD ABOUT DIGITAL ALTERATIONS:

• Our Model 919™ has NOT gone digital and NEVER will. There is NO advantage to any digital alteration.
• We have NO affiliation and supply NO parts to companies attempting to alter our Model 919™.
• Attempts to alter our Model 919™ to digital will NOT improve accuracy. Claims to this effect are FALSE and misleading.
• Modifications have been made to ensure that digital alterations CANNOT be installed into our Model 919™ testers.

Visit www.labtronics.ca to read about digital alteration PROBLEMS & CONCERNS.

A WORD ABOUT CALIBRATIONS:

• A professionally calibrated Model 919™ is done so using a minimum of 3 dial drum reference points.
• Comparison to a single ref. pt. (as in a dig. altered meter) does NOT ensure your 919™ tester is properly calibrated across the entire calibration range (from 0-100 on the dial drum).
• Comparison to a single dial drum ref. pt. (as with a dig. altered meter) is NOT enough and could lead to a FALSE sense of proper calibration.

EXCITING NEW FEATURE: The LED Indicator Light

Now available — LED indicator light changes color when the needle reaches low point. Analogue meter remains in tester & LED light installed. Provides TWO separate ways to determine Null Point & Dial Drum reading.

EXPERTS IN GRAIN MOISTURE TESTING

12 Bangor Ave., Winnipeg, MB R3E 3G4
PH: 204•772•6998  FAX: 204•772•8938
— Our Service Department provides same day service for recalibrations —
www.labtronics.ca